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API 

 
This chapter explains API (Application Programming Interface) to use a USB-DIO6400. 

Currently it supports API as follows. 
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Board Level API Functions 

Overview  

BOOL OpenDAQDevice (int nModel, int nBoard) 

BOOL  ResetBoard (int nModel, int nBoard) 

BOOL CloseDAQDevice (int nModel, int nBoard) 

 

 

OpenDAQDevice 

BOOL  OpenDAQDevice (int nModel, int nBoard) 

  It opens a device. You may call this function at the very first time you run the program and 

some suspicious operation. 

Parameters: 

nModel : It designates a board number. The USB-DIO6400 model number sets up “0”. 

nBoard : Board number that want open.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

Return Value: 

If the function succeeds, it returns the number of boards which were detected. 

If the function fails, the return value is 0 or -1, it means there is no device in the system. 

 

ResetBoard 

BOOL  ResetBoard (int nModel, int nBoard) 

 It initializes a device at currently equipped system (PC). 

Parameters: 

nModel : It designates a board number. The USB-DIO6400 model number sets up “0”. 

nBoard : Board number that want reset(initialize).  

Return Value: 

 If the function fail to reset, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function succeed to reset, it returns “TRUE”. 
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CloseDAQDevice 

BOOL  CloseDAQDevice (int nModel, int nBoard) 

The CloseDAQDevice function closes all opened devices (boards). If use of device is finished, 

it can certainly close a device for making it other programs so as usable. 

Parameters: 

nModel : It designates a board number. The USB-DIO6400 model number sets up “0”. 

nBoard : Boars number that want close.  

Return Value: 

If the function fail to close, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function succeed to close, it returns “TRUE”. 
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DIO(Digital Input Output) API Functions 

Overview  

BOOL DIN_Read (int nModel, int nBoard, int nReg, DWORD *dwVal) 

BOOL  DOUT_Write (int nModel, int nBoard, int nReg, DWORD dwVal) 

BOOL DOUT_Read (int nModel, int nBoard, int nReg, DWORD *dwVal) 

 

 

DIN_Read 

BOOL  DIN_Read (int nModel, int nBoard, int nReg, DWORD *dwVal) 

    It reads 32bit Digital Input value.  

Parameters: 

nModel : It designates a board number. The USB-DIO6400 model number sets up “0”. 

nBoard : Board Number 

nReg : Register Number. The USB-DIO6400 model number sets up “0”. 

*dwVal : It is a pointer of currently value to get from input port.  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

  

 

 

DOUT_Write 

BOOL  DOUT_Write (int nModel, int nBoard, int nReg, DWORD dwVal) 

It prints out 32bit Digital value at output port.  

Parameters: 

nModel : It designates a board number. The USB-DIO6400 model number sets up “0”. 

nBoard : Board Number 

nReg : Register Number. The USB-DIO6400 model number sets up “0”. 

dwVal : Output Data. The output port corresponding to a bit “1” is “On” state.  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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DOUT_Read 

BOOL  DOUT_Read (int nModel, int nBoard, int nReg, DWORD *dwVal) 

    It reads a currently output value with 32bits. 

Parameters: 

nModel : It designates a board number. The USB-DIO6400 model number sets up “0”. 

nBoard : Board Number 

nReg : Register Number. The USB-DIO6400 model number sets up “0”. 

*dwVal : Buffer pointer of output data.  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 


